Product Designer
We are looking for a Product Designer to work on the various modules of Zuper platform to
deliver an ultimate user experience. To be successful in this role, you should have an eye for
great design and focus on providing a superior UI functionality.
Location: Chennai
Role Description
➢ Coming up with design specifications for our web and mobile applications
➢ Working around product use cases, workflows, and features
➢ Developing a deep understanding of how the product features are used by the
customers
➢ Finding opportunities for improving customer experience and propose new
features/solutions and validate assumptions through research
➢ Ability to quickly explore and derive approaches early in the design phase through
sketches, flows, wireframes, prototypes, enabling better estimation of the projects
➢ Working closely with the product and development teams
➢ Following design guidelines, best practices, and standards
Required Skills
➢ 2-5 years of experience with product designing, preferably SaaS based products
➢ Excellent design and BA skills with a strong visual portfolio
➢ Proficiency in design tools like Sketch

➢ Minimalistic design approach with sensitivity to user behavior
➢ Staying up to date with latest UI trends, techniques, and technologies

Perks & Benefits
➢ Health Insurance & Dental Benefits
➢ Gym & Wellness Programs
➢ Team Retreat, Company Parties

➢ Stocked kitchen with Snacks, Beverages
About Zuper Inc
Zuper (https://zuper.co) is an AI and Big Data powered operating system for Enterprise Field
and Remote workforce management. An all-in-one productivity suite for organizations to
manage field and remote workforce in the most efficient manner and transform the customer
experience. Zuper is the preferred platform for large enterprise organizations across the globe
and a market leader in the Asia Pacific like IKEA, Ferrero, NIIT, etc,. Organizations using Zuper
have increased workforce utilization by 50%, reduced service turnaround time by 35%,
increased customer adoption and profitability by 45%, operating more efficiently and reduced
costs by over 30%.

Contact

Email : careers@zuper.co

